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Marlee Jung was patiently responding to her daughter’s curiosity, but she was actually 
extremely nervous.  

The merchant ship was about to reach the entrance of the wormhole to the Central 
Sacred Continent.  

This stretch of travel was the most dangerous because all merchant ships going to the 
Central Sacred Continent from this direction would pass this area and go to the Central 
Sacred Continent via the wormhole.  

Therefore, a lot of space pirates who specialized in robbing merchant ships who lie in 
wait here.  

It would be fine if they ran into normal space pirates.  

They only needed to pay a toll and they would be allowed to pass without any harm.  

If they encountered wanted criminals who were greedy, cruel, and responsible for major 
crimes, not only would the goods of this ship be taken away, but even the lives of the 
mother, daughter, and the whole ship would not be spared.  

This was what worried Marlee the most.  

As long as they passed this stretch and reached the entrance of the wormhole safely, 
their trip would be  

considered a success.  

It could also bring huge benefits to her family and allow the family to continue to 
prosper.  

The merchants in the Star Kingdom who traveled ships were most afraid of this area 
near the wormholes.  

If they were not careful, they and their ship would be destroyed.  

This was equivalent to risking their lives in the pursuit of money.  

However, space pirates would not just rob anyone.  

They would not dare touch the merchant ships of some big trading houses.  



If they did, the big business would send powerhouses to hunt them down endlessly.  

To put it bluntly, these space pirates would only bully the weak but feared the strong.  

They would only target minor forces.  

If merchant ships from small families like Marlee’s were discovered by the space 
pirates, they would be doomed.  

If they were lucky, they would just spend some money to avoid disasters.  

If they were unlucky, they would end up with nothing.  

Marlee kept praying nervously in her heart to not run into any space pirates.  

After the shipment was delivered safely, the Jung family would be able to survive for a 
while longer.  

She could not help it either.  

As a woman, she also wanted to take care of her husband and raise her children at 
home.  

However, it was a pity she did not have this life.  

In the past, Marlee was a well-known beauty on the planet she was from as well as the 
surrounding galaxy.  

Countless suitors would come forward to ask for her hand.  

However, she was too proud.  

She was not interested in those guys who proposed marriage to her.  

All girls had amorous ideals and all girls had dreams.  

Marlee wanted to marry a world-renowned genius and hero, not these kids from rich 
families who relied on their families to show off their might.  

However, there was no shortage of forces that were much stronger than the Jung family 
among the many  

suitors.  

Eventually, the Jung family could not bear the pressure, so they asked her to choose 
someone for marriage.  



In the end, Marlee got so annoyed that she quietly left her family to wander space, 
hoping to meet her Prince Charming.  

She would then leave for decades.  

‘When she returned to the family again, her stomach was huge.  

Marlee returned to the family pregnant, but no man was accompanying her.  

No matter how much the family elders asked, she never said who the father of the child 
in her stomach  

was.  

Just like that, Marlee gave birth to her current daughter in her family and named her 
Peggy Jung.  

Decades ago, because of Marlee’s departure, the Jung family was secretly suppressed 
by some forces  

around them.  

The Jung family’s life also gradually worsened.  

Now that Marlee came back pregnant, it annoyed the surrounding forces who had 
proposed marriage to the Jung family.  

At first, they just watched from the dark.  

After all, would the man Marlee fancied be subpar?  

Not to mention, since she was pregnant with this man’s child, what would happen if she 
only came back early so that she could plan a grand wedding?  

Who could guarantee that Marlee’s man was inferior to them?  

What if the man Marlee met was a direct descendant of a major force power in Star 
Kingdom?  
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If they dared to take action against the Jung family, wouldn’t they be courting death?  

At this time, the Jung family also quietly spread some news.  



They claimed the father of the child in Marlee’s stomach was the heir of a certain 
powerful force in Star Kingdom and it would inherit the whole family in the future.  

Therefore, his strength must have been unmatched.  

As soon as the news came out, everyone genuinely believed it.  

Therefore, during the time that Marlee was pregnant and had just returned to the Jung 
family, the forces that had been suppressing the Jung family all stopped at the same 
time and sent compensation for suppressing the Jung family over the years, causing 
them huge losses.  

The Jung family also took this opportunity to rapidly expand the family’s strength.  

They then became stronger than before Marlee left.  

However, the good times did not last long.  

After the birth of Marlee’s daughter Peggy, the surrounding forces still had not heard 
about Marlee’s wedding or any big force of Star Kingdom coming to visit.  

Therefore, they began to get restless and started probing secretly and cautiously.  

The Jung family could not do anything about it as they knew that the secret would 
eventually come out.  

Hence, they could only gather as much power as possible.  

As time went by day by day, Peggy also gradually grew up.  

The surrounding forces then determined that Marlee’s man did not exist.  

Thus, they began to suppress the Jung family with all their strength to vent their anger 
after being deceived by the Jung family.  

That was why the Jung family had been restricted everywhere in recent years.  

Their strength could be described as falling to rock bottom.  

If they could not find a solution, the Jung family would fall from grace and become an 
ordinary family.  

They also thought about giving up everything now and finding a place to live in 
seclusion.  

However, they were worried that those guys would hot spare them so easily.  



Marlee also knew that she was the one who caused the current situation of the Jung 
family.  

If she listened to her family and found someone decent to marry from nearby, the Jung 
family would not have ended up like this.  

If that were to happen, she would probably be a housewife now.  

However, Marlee used to be so proud, and she refused to live like this for the rest of her 
life.  

She was going to travel and see the world.  

If Marlee were to choose now, she would still be unwilling to just find someone at home 
to marry and have children.  

However, if she went out again, she would not allow herself to fall into this situation 
again and cause the child in her stomach to not have a father.  

Marlee only took her daughter for this trip because the Jung family was about to be 
cornered by the forces around them.  

They had been on the merchant ship for more than a year, and they would soon arrive 
at the Central Sacred Continent.  

If they succeeded, the Jung family would receive huge financial support. Although the 
Jung family could not rise back to the top, at least they would be able to survive for a 
while.  

However, as far as Marlee knew, the stretch of space before they reached the 
wormhole was the most dangerous period in the whole journey.  

There were many space pirates here waiting for passing merchant ships to approach.  

Although there were patrol ships sent by the Central Sacred Continent to act as added 
security, the scope of their patrols was too broad and they could not cover the entire 
area, so the passing ships could only rely on their luck.  

If they were lucky and encountered a patrol from the Central Sacred Continent, they 
were basically safe.  

Space pirates would not dare to go against the patrols.  

Even if they did not meet a patrol, they would be fine as long as they did not run into 
space pirates.  



While Marlee was silently praying, a loud bang interrupted her.  

Her daughter Peggy screamed in fright and threw herself into her arms.  

Marlee looked over nervously.  

There was a big hole in the cabin, and a figure suddenly appeared in their room.  

 


